JURISDICTION RATIONE MATERIAE	in
it has always been treated as savouring of a res.1 If, therefore,
in a proceeding inpersonam^ the court adjudges that a marriage
shall be dissolved or annulled, its judgment amounts to a
declaration that the status of the parties, i.e. their legal position
in or with regard to the rest of a community2 is now changed.3
In such a case as this, where an action inpersonam terminates
with a judgment in rem> the existence of jurisdiction rations
personae is undoubted, for the respondent will have been
served with a writ of summons, but if the case contains a foreign
element the further question of jurisdiction ration? materiae
may arise, namely, is the court, competent though it is to
entertain a petition for divorce or for nullity if the respondent
has been properly summoned, also competent to give a judg-
ment changing the status of the parties ??This is a matter that is
better treated later under the relevant topics, but we shall see,
for instance, that at common law the English court has no
divorce jurisdiction unless the parties are domiciled in England.
In other words, the fictitious res, the marriage, is deemed to be
situated in the country of the domicil. ;
(  Among other judgments in rem occurring in actions in Examples
personam* may be mentioned the judgment of a court of probate of iud?"
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establishing a will, an adjudication order or an order or dis- rem
charge made in the course of bankruptcy proceedings, and an
order for the dissolution of a company.  )
(iii) ^Assumed jurisdiction over actions in personam.
The basic principle of English law, that no action in per- inadequacy
sonam will lie against a defendant unless he has been served with °^£on
a writ while present in England or unless he has submitted iaw mic as
to the jurisdiction, often precludes a plaintiff from enforcing a J?.^"
claim in what under the circumstances is the most appro-
priate forum. As we have seen, the fact that a tort has been
committed or that a contract has been made and broken in
England does not alone render the English court competent,
even though the defendant is domiciled and ordinarily resident
in the country. Again, if before the issue of a writ an English
debtor escapes abroad or if a foreigner returns home after
contracting an obligation  here,  the judicial machinery of
England cannot be put in motion. The only remedy of the
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